
Belief, Knowledge, Revisions, and a Semantis ofNon-Monotoni ReasoningJ�an �Sefr�anekInstitute of Informatis, Comenius UniversityMlynsk�a dolina, 842 15 Bratislava, Slovakiae-mail: sefranek�fmph.uniba.skAbstrat. Przymusinski's Autoepistemi Logi of Knowledge and Belief(AELKB) is a unifying framework for various non-monotoni formalisms.In this paper we present a semanti haraterization of AELKB in termsof Dynami Kripke Strutures (DKS). A DKS is omposed of two om-ponents { a stati one (a Kripke struture) and a dynami one (a set oftransformations). Transformations between possible worlds orrespondto hypotheses generation and to revisions. Therefore they enable to de-�ne a semantis of insertions to and revisions of AELKB-theories. Aomputation of the transformations (between possible worlds) is basedon (an enhaned) model-heking. The transformations may be used asa method of omputing stati autoepistemi expansions.Keywords: non-monotoni reasoning, autoepistemi logi of knowledge andbelief, dynami Kripke struture, belief revision, model heking1 IntrodutionThe paper is aiming to present Dynami Kripke Strutures (DKS, [10℄) as arather general tool of a semanti haraterization of non-monotoni reason-ing. The basi idea is as follows: Consider a non-monotoni inferene operatorCnnmr and two sets of sentenes A;B, suh that A � B and Cnnmr(A) 6�Cnnmr(B). It means that there are sentenes �;  suh that � 2 B n A and 2 Cnnmr(A) n Cnnmr(B) (� represents an insertion into A,  represents arevision of Cnnmr(A)).The situation desribed above an be spei�ed semantially by a pair (F ;K).K is a Kripke struture, a relation j=nmr is de�ned overK and j=nmr is a semantispei�ation of Cnnmr. F is a set of transformations on possible worlds of K:F = ff : W �! Wg. Consider w 2 W; f(w) 2 W suh that w 6j=nmr �,but f(w) j=nmr �. It means that f orresponds to an insertion. Similarly, letus assume that w j=nmr  and f(w) 6j=nmr  . Therefore, f orresponds to arevision.Let us summarize the basi intuition: a DKS onsists of two omponents {a stati one (a Kripke struture) and a dynami one (a set of transformationsbetween possible worlds). The situations when a new knowledge is aquired and



{ as a onsequene { a piee of knowledge (aepted before) should be revised areruial from the non-monotoni reasoning point of view. DKS provide a semantiharaterization of these situations. A transformation of one possible world toanother represents a hange in our knowledge. The transformation is de�ned ona set of possible worlds and the set of possible worlds produed by the trans-formation represents the sets of epistemi alternatives after the transformation(after some insertions and some revisions fored by the insertions).A tehnial ore of the paper is a semanti haraterization of Przymusinski'sAutoepistemi Logi of Knowledge and Belief [9℄ (AELKB) in terms of DKS.Moreover, DKS provides also a semantis of revisions (of knowledge and belieftheories). A framework for belief revision of knowledge and belief theories waspresented in [1℄.Przymusinski augmented Moore's autoepistemi logi (employing the knowl-edge operator K) with an additional belief operator B.1 Przymusinski's exten-sion of AELK to AELKB reets an intuition that besides reasoning about state-ments whih are known to be true we also need to reason about those statementsthat are only believed to be true. The semantis of B operator is determinedby minimal entailment (or more general by a non-monotoni entailment). Ex-pressibility is a strong point of AELKB: AELKB is a unifying framework forseveral major nonmonotoni formalisms [9℄. Therefore, a semantis of AELKBin terms of DKS supports the ambition to use DKS as a tool of a general se-manti haraterization of non-monotoni reasoning (with an inorporated beliefrevision).The paper is organized as follows: First we desribe the language and thebasi onepts of AELKB (Setions 2 and 3). Thereafter in Setion 4 we de�neDKS. In Setion 5 are reviewed known results of [8℄ and [2℄ onerning hara-terizations of AELK and AELB in terms of Kripke strutures. The results ofthis paper are presented in Setion 6 (a possible-world semantis of AELKB),in Setion 7 (insertions into knowledge and belief theories are haraterized interms of DKS and it is outlined how to ompute stati autoepistemi expansionsand how to use model-heking as a method of omputing transformations be-tween possible worlds), and in Setion 8 (a semanti spei�ation of revisionsof AELKB-theories and their omputation by enhaned model heking is pre-sented; the omputation uses an idea of [3℄).2 PreliminariesWe assume a �xed propositional language L with standard onnetives (:;);^; : : : ), a ountable set of propositional letters P = fp1; : : : ; pn; : : : g and aspeial propositional letter ? denoting false. Propositional atom, literal, andformula are de�ned as usually.1 We will use abbreviations AELKB;AELK;AELB for the logis employing bothoperators, only K, and only B, respetively. There is a little di�erene between hereintrodued symbols/abbreviations and the usual usage.



Let LA, an extension of L, be de�ned as follows: Two (modal) operators Kand B are added to the set of symbols. Eah atom, literal, and formula of L isan (objetive) atom, literal, and formula of LA, respetively. If � is a formulaof LA, then B�, K� are (subjetive) atoms, and B�, K�, :B� and :K� are(subjetive) literals of LA. Eah (subjetive) literal of LA is a formula of LA. If� and  are formulae of LA, then � ^  , :� are formulae of LA (LA-formulae).The formulae whih ontain K or B operators, are alled subjetive formulae.De�nition 1 (Knowledge and belief theory, [9℄) A knowledge and belieftheory in LA (AELKB-theory) is a (possibly in�nite) set of formulae of theform�1 ^ � � � ^ �k ^B�1 ^ � � � ^B�l ^K 1 ^ � � � ^K m ) �1 _ � � � _�n _B�1 _ � � � _B�r _K�1 _ � � � _K�s,where �is, �is are propositional atoms, �is,  is, �is, �is are arbitrary formulaeof LA. 2Let us denote by PLA the set of all atoms of LA. An interpretation of LA isa subset of PLA .It is lear that a valuation of an LA-formula in an interpretation I may bede�ned preisely as the two-valued propositional valuation:De�nition 2 Let I be an interpretation:{ if � is an atom (objetive or subjetive) of LA, then valI(�) = 1 i� � 2 I,{ if � is a literal : , then valI(�) = 1 i�  62 I,{ otherwise � is a boolean ombination of literals and valI(�) is omputedaording to the rules for boolean ombinations.If X is a set of formulae, then valI(X) = 1 i� valI(�) = 1 for eah � 2 X andwe say that I is a model of X (X is satis�ed in I). 2A onvention: We will sometimes use an alternative notation for interpretations.If I is an interpretation of LA, it an be denoted by I [ N , where N = f:� :� 2 PLA n Ig.De�nition 3 Let us onsider interpretations I, J , whih oinide on subjetiveliterals. I � J i� for eah objetive atom � holds: if � 2 I, then � 2 J .Let � be a set of interpretations and I 2 �. Then I is minimal in � i�there is no J 2 � suh that J 6= I and J � I.If a formula � is true in all minimal models of a knowledge and belief theoryT then we say that � is minimally entailed by T (notation: T j=min �). 23 Stati Autoepistemi ExpansionsTruth values of the subjetive atoms are independent on the truth values oftheir arguments. Intuitively, subjetive atoms are true only if their argumentsare known or believed. An evidene of what is known and/or believed we anrepresent by a set of subjetive atoms (belief set).22 Later we will use a more general notion of belief set. A deoupling of subjetive andobjetive literals was used in the De�nition 3 of minimal interpretations.



De�nition 4 Let I be an interpretation of propositional letters and S be a setof subjetive atoms. We de�ne a funtion val whih assigns a value from the setf0; 1g to eah pair (I; S) and eah LA formula:{ if � is an objetive atom, then valSI (�) = 1 i� � 2 I{ if � is a subjetive atom, then valSI (�) = 1 i� � 2 S{ if � is : , then valSI (�) = 1 i� valSI ( ) = 0{ if � is  ^ � , then valSI (�) = 1 i� valSI ( ) = 1 and valSI (�) = 1Let S be �xed. We de�ne valS(�) = 1 i� for eah I is valSI (�) = 1.If X is a set of LA-formulae, then valSI (X) = 1 i� valSI (�) = 1 for eah� 2 X and we say that I is a model of X (X is satis�ed in I). 2We will use repeatedly the sheme from the De�nition 4 in the following. Theonly point of di�erene will be how the set S is spei�ed.We do not intend to use arbitrary belief sets. It is appropriate to restritsomehow possible belief sets (a belief set should be a reasonable one). There isa variety of possibilities for a deision, some of them are used in the paper.De�nition 5 (Formulae derivable from an AELKB-theory, [9℄) Let T bean AELKB-theory. We denote by CnA(T ) the smallest set of formulae whihontains the theory T , and all instanes of:Consisteny Axiom :B?Normality axiom B(�)  )) (B�) B )and is losed under propositional onsequene and under Neessitation InfereneRule �B� 2A onsequene operator is a funtion whih assigns a set of formulae to aset of formulae. We will use two onsequene operators: CnA and CnPL (thepropositional onsequene operator). Eah set of formulae derivable from anAELKB-theory is { in a sense { a reasonable belief set.An \introspetive ontent" of an AELKB-theory T an be viewed as anAELKB-theory T �, alled stati autoepistemi expansion.De�nition 6 (Stati autoepistemi expansion) A theory T � is alled a statiautoepistemi expansion (SAE) of a knowledge and belief theory T i� T � =CnA(T [ fK� : T � j= �g [ f:K� : T � 6j= �g [ fB� : T � j=min �g) 2Notie that we distinguish three levels of a logial haraterization of AELKB-theories:{ two-valued models (and CnPL-onsequene){ CnA-onsequene{ stati autoepistemi expansion



4 Dynami Kripke StruturesWe an now proeed to the entral semanti onstrution used in this paper.First a rather general onept of Kripke strutures is de�ned. (Later we willuse some of its speializations.)De�nition 7 Kripke struture is a triple (W;R;m), whereW is a set of possibleworlds, R = f� : � � W � Wg is a set of aessibility relations and m is a(meaning) funtion assigning to eah possible world an interpretation. 2De�nition 8 A monoid is a triple (M; Æ; e), whereM is a set, Æ :M�M �!Mis an assoiative operation, e 2M and for every x 2M holds e Æ x = x = x Æ e.2 We are ready to de�ne DKS. The struture onsists of a monoid-part and aKripke-struture-part. The main idea is a transformation of possible worlds topossible worlds. The transformation is spei�ed by monoid elements.De�nition 9 Dynami Kripke Struture is a pair (M;W), whereM is a monoidand W is a Kripke struture, and for every x 2 M there is a funtion3 fx :W �!W suh that fe is an identity mapping and for every x; y 2M , for everyw 2W holds fxÆy(w) = fx(fy(w)) 2Dynami Kripke strutures were introdued in [10℄ together with a demon-stration that database updates and Closed World Assumption are expressible interms of DKS.A motivation (and an ambition) behind the onept is that it seems that DKSprovide a useful tool for a (unifying) semanti haraterization of non-monotonireasoning. The proposed approah is based on a belief that non-monotony isa onsequene of some fundamental properties4 of hypothetial and ontext-dependent reasoning, and of belief revision. A lose relationship between beliefrevision and inferene is emphasized.The most signi�ant feature of DKS are transformations between possibleworlds. The transformations orrespond intuitively to hypotheses generation andto revisions (a hypothesis may be true in the image-world, but not in the soure-world and vie versa). Sometimes the aessibility relation is \hanged" by atransformation (more preisely { for worlds w1; w2, aessibility relation � andtransformation f may hold: (w1; w2) 2 �, (f(w1); f(w2)) 62 � or vie versa).Therefore, if a onsequene operator Cn is dependent on the aessibility rela-tion, then a transformation results in a non-monotoni Cn. In a sense, DKS isa onstrution explaining the non-monotony of reasoning. From the DKS pointof view: If non-monotony is a symptom, then hypotheses addition and revi-sions fored by the addition are the essene (of the non-standard, hypothetial,ontext-dependent reasoning).3 It is said that there is an ation of M on W .4 \ : : : non-monotoni behaviour : : : is a symptom, rather than the essene of non-standard inferene", see [11℄.



5 Possible World SemantisA haraterization of AELK in terms of Kripke strutures was given by Moore,see [8℄. Similarly, Kripke strutures were used as a tool of a haraterization ofAELB in [2℄. In this setion we summarize the results of [8℄ and [2℄, partiularlya haraterization of SAE of AELK- and AELB-theories in terms of Kripkestrutures.Let us restrit the language LA in suh a way that we do not use beliefatoms (knowledge atoms) of the form B� (K�). The language we denote byLAK (LAB).5 The formulae of both languages we will denote as LAK - (LAB-)formulae.De�nition 10 An AELK (AELB)-theory TAK (TAB) in LAK (LAB) is a K-(B-) restrition of an AELKB-theory T i� TAK = f� 2 T : � is a LAK-formulag(TAB = f� 2 T : � is a LAB-formula g). 25.1 Possible World Semantis for AELKDe�nition 11 A omplete S5-frame is a Kripke struture (W;�) suh that � =W �W .6 2Eah possible world is aessible from eah possible world in a omplete S5-frame and a omplete S5-frame is uniquely determined by the set of possibleworlds W .De�nition 12 A set S of LAK-formulae is stable i�{ S = CnPL(S){ if � 2 S, then K� 2 S{ if � 62 S, then :K� 2 S2We now introdue a speialization of the De�nition 4.Let M be a omplete S5-frame. Let w 2 W be an interpretation of propo-sitional letters (as introdued in the De�nition 2). We will use a funtion valSwas de�ned in the De�nition 4, but S = fK� : (8w 2W ) valw(�) = 1g [ f:K� :(9w 2 W ) valw(�) = 0g. Note that valMI we use as a synonym of valSw.Let us reall that a formula � is true in a omplete S5-frame M , if for eahw 2W is valSw(�) = 1; notation: valS(�) = 1 or alternatively valM (�) = 1.Theorem 1 ([8℄, [7℄) A set of LAK-formulae S is stable i� S is the set of allLAK-formulae whih are true in some omplete S5-frame. 25 It means, LAK = f� 2 LA : B operator does not our in �g. Similarly for LAB .6 This is our �rst speial ase of Kripke strutures. For simpliity, we use the symbol �instead of f�g and we identify the set of possible worlds with a set of interpretations{ possible worlds are interpretations. (Formally, funtion m is the identity, but weare omitting an expliit reording of this funtion.)



We an now de�ne an interpretation onsisting of two omponents { one isan ordinary propositional interpretation, the seond is a omplete S5-frame (areasonable belief set is a set of all formulae satis�ed in a omplete S5-frame).De�nition 13 A possible-world autoepistemi interpretation is a pair PW =(I;M), where I is an ordinary interpretation of propositional letters of L andM is a omplete S5-frame. 2Possible-world model is de�ned in an obvious way.De�nition 14 Let X be a set of formulae, � a formula. X j=PW � i� � is truein every possible-world model of X. 2We are now able to express a haraterization of SAE of AELK-theories interms of possible-world interpretations.Theorem 2 ([7℄) Let T be an AELK-theory. A set S of LAK-formulae is aK-restrition of a SAE of T i� S = f� : (T [ fK :  2 S0g [ f:K :  2L0 n S0) j=PW �g, where S0 is the set of all objetive formulae from S and L0is the set of all objetive formulae from LAK . 25.2 Possible World Semantis for AELBB-restritions of SAE an be also haraterized in terms of Kripke strutures.The result is due to [2℄.Let K be a Kripke struture (W;�), where W is a set of propositional inter-pretations (a set of sets of objetive literals). Funtions valSw and valS are de�nedas above and for eah w 2W is S = fB� : 9w0 ((w;w0 ) 2 � ^ valw0 (�) = 1)g. 2We will write also valK and valKw instead of valS and valSw.Theorem 3 ([2℄) Let T be an arbitrary AELB-theory and (W;�) be a Kripkestruture satisfying{ for every w 2 W there is w0 2 W suh that w � w0{ eah w 2W is a model of T{ for all w;w0 2W suh that w � w0 holds that w0 is a minimal model of TThen T � = f� 2 LAB : (8w 2 W ) valKw(�) = 1g is a B-restrition of a SAE ofT . 26 AELKB-struturesWe are now ready to onstrut an appropriate Kripke struture whih enablesa haraterization of SAE of (full) AELKB-theories. The possible worlds of ourKripke strutures are omplete S5-frames and one of the aessibility relationsleads to minimal models.



In what follows we assume only a language LA with a �nite set of proposi-tional letters and �nite sets of �nite interpretations.7 There are two reasons forthe limitation to the �nite strutures.First, we are interested in a orrespondene between sets of models (possibleworlds) and AELKB-theories (sets of all LA-formulae true in the given possibleworld). But there is a ountable set M of propositional models8 suh that thereis no set S of LA-formulae suh that M is the set of all models of S, see [4℄.Only for �nite sets of propositional models holds: if w is a (�nite) set of models,then there is a set S of LA-formulae suh that w is the set of all models of S.Seond, we propose model heking as a omputational method for DKS,therefore the limitation to �nite strutures is a natural one.De�nition 15 (AELKB-struture) Let Int be a set of all interpretations ofan AELKB-theory in a language LA.AELKB-struture is a triple (W;R;m), where W = P(Int) is the set of allsubsets of Int, R = f�1; �2g, �1 = f(w;w0) : w 6= w0 ^(9I 2 Int) w = w0 [fIgg,�2 = f(w;w0 ) : w0 = fI : I is minimal in wgg. Finally, m is de�ned as follows:9{ for an objetive formula �: mw(�) = 1, if (8I 2 w) valI(�) = 1, mw(�) = 0if (8I 2 w) valI(�) = 0, otherwise mw(�) = 12{ mw(K�) = 1 i� mw(�) = 1{ mw(:K�) = 1 i� mw(�) 6= 1{ mw(B�) = 1 i� (w;w0 ) 2 �2 ! mw0 (�) = 1, otherwise mw(B�) = 0{ if � and  are LA-formulae, then mw(:�) = 1 �mw(�) and mw(� ^  ) =minfmw(�);mw( )g.If T is a knowledge and belief theory, then mw(T ) = 1 i� (8� 2 T ) mw(�) = 1.2 Note that the three-valued valuation of objetive formulae was de�ned. Wemotivate the deision as follows: Eah onsistent SAE of an arbitrary AELKB-theory T ontains exatly one of the omplementary literals K�;:K� for eahLA-formula �. Therefore, we have to de�ne mw in suh a way that for eahformula � holds either K� or :K�. However, if neither � nor :� is true ineah interpretation of w, then it is natural to aept both mw(:K�) = 1 andmw(:K:�) = 1. It means that we have to introdue the third truth-value.Two-valued valuations are used for subjetive formulae.Notation: Let T be an AELKB-theory and w be a set of models. We denoteby Mod(T ) the set of all models of T and by Th(w) the set of all formulae truein eah model of w. Obviously, Th(w) = CnA(Th(w)), T = Th(Mod(T )), andw =Mod(Th(w)).7 We onsider only relevant interpretations.8 Note that we use the onept of two-valued interpretations (models) as de�ned inthe De�nition 2.9 m assigns an interpretation m(w) to eah possible world w. An appliation of theinterpretation m(w) to a formula � we will denote by mw(�).



Theorem 4 Let T be an AELKB-theory, K = (W; f�1; �2g;m) be an AELKB-struture and wT 2W be the set of all models of T . Let w? be the empty set ofinterpretations.For eah possible world w0 2 W suh that w? � w0 � wT holds that the setof formulae T � = f� : mw0 (�) = 1g is a SAE of T .Proof Sketh : First we prove that T � = f� : mw0 (�) = 1g � CnA(T [ fK� :T � j= �g [ f:K� : T � 6j= �g [ fB� : T � j=min �g).Let be mw0 (�) = 1. If � is of the form K , then mw0 ( ) = 1. It means thateah model of T � is a model of  . Therefore � 2 fK� : T � j= �g. Similarlyfor � = :K and � = B . The losure of T � under under CnA is obvious.Finally, eah subset of wT satis�es T , i.e. also w0 satis�es T . As a onsequene,T � T �. Obviously, for eah objetive formula � suh that mw0 (�) = 1 holdsthat � 2 CnA(T [ fK� : T � j= �g [ f:K� : T � 6j= �g [ fB� : T � j=min �g). Itmeans, T � is a subset of a SAE.Conversely, let us assume � 2 CnA(T [ fK� : T � j= �g [ f:K� : T � 6j=�g [ fB � : T � j=min �g). It is straightforward to show that mw0 (�) = 1. 2Of ourse, if T � is a onsistent SAE of T , then w? � w0 � wT .The theorem provides an existential haraterization of AELKB-theories(and their SAE) in terms of Kripke strutures (AELKB-strutures). But theruial question { whih possible worlds determine SAE (whih possible worldsare sets of all models of some SAE of an AELKB-theory T ) is open.Our next goal is to present a more onstrutive method of SAE harateri-zation.Let wT be the set of all models of an AELKB-theory T . Consider two setsof formulae: S = f� : mwT (�) = 1g and CnA(T ). The next example shows thatS n CnA(T ) 6= ; for some AELKB-theories.Example 1 ([9℄) Let T be fB:b ^ B:f ) r;:Kb ^ :Kf ) dg.Some of the members of wT are�1 = fB:b; B:f;:Kb;:Kf; r; d; b; fg�2 = f:B:b;:B:f;Kb;Kf;:r;:d;:b;:fg.Hene, mwT (:Kb) = 1 and mwT (:Kf) = 1, but :Kb 62 CnA(T ) and :Kf 62CnA(T ).Let w0T be the set of all minimal models of T . If � 2 w0T , then :b 2 � and:f 2 �. Therefore, mwT (B:b) = 1 = mwT (B:f), but B:b; B:f 62 CnA(T ). 2A non-empty S n CnA(T ) may ontain literals of two forms: :K� or B�. In-tuitively, the funtion mw generates two kinds of (defeasible) hypotheses (thesentenes whih do not belong among CnA-onsequenes of T ): belief formulaeand introspetive formulae stating that something is not known. It remains toshow that we an provide a more onstrutive method of SAE haraterization.Next we de�ne a monotoni mapping of a omplete lattie.



Theorem 5 Let be W = P(Int). Then the mapping � : W �! W de�ned as�(w) =Mod(f� : mw(�) = 1g) is monotoni.10Proof: If w � w0 , then f� : mw(�) = 1g � f� : mw0 (�) = 1g, i.e. Mod(f� :mw(�) = 1g) �Mod(f� : mw0 (�) = 1g).Remark 1 From the monotony follows that � has a least �xpoint and a greatest�xpoint.We are now able to give a more deep haraterization of SAE.Theorem 6 Let T be an AELKB-theory, K = (W; f�1; �2g;m) be an AELKB-struture and wT 2 W be the set of all models of T .Then for eah possible world w 2 W , where w? � w � wT holds: if �(w) =w, then CnA(Th(w)) is a SAE of T (we will say that w determines a SAE ofT ).There is a naive (and ineÆient) method of verifying whether some possibleworld w determines a SAE of T .De�nition 16 Let w0; : : : ; wk be a sequene of possible worlds suh that for eahi = 0; : : : ; k � 1 holds (wi; wi+1) 2 �1. We say that the sequene is a �1-path.Obviously, for eah pair (wi; wj) suh that i < j holds that wj � wi.The method onsists in searhing all �1-paths and for eah w on a �1-pathheking if f� : mw(�) = 1g is satis�ed in w.A more promising method onsists in (non-deterministi) seleting some for-mulae from the set S nCnA(T ), inserting them to T and verifying if the insertionleads to a SAE of T .In simple ases the �rst attempt is a suessful one:Example 2 Let us return to the Example 1. :Kb;:Kf;B:b; B:f 2 SnCnA(T ).If T 0 = T [ f:Kb;:Kf;B:b; B:fg and wT 0 is the set of all models of T 0 , thenwT 0 is a �xpoint of �, hene CnA(Th(wT 0 )) is a SAE of T .In general, some iteration of insertions is needed. A reursive proedure we out-line later.We have seen that a omputation of SAE onsists in some insertions to Tand heking if a possible world, the set of all models of the extended theory, isa �xed point of �.We are now motivated to study insertions into AELKB-theories. Moreover, asemanti haraterization of insertions is interesting in its own right: insertionsexhibit the non-monotoni features of autoepistemi theories (or more generally{ of eah knowledge representation framework).10 There is a relation between � and the belief losure operator 	T of [9℄. A forthomingpaper devoted to a more detailed study of omputational aspets will disuss therelation.



7 Dynami AELKB-struturesIn this Setion we provide a haraterization of insertions into AELKB-theoriesin terms of dynami Kripke strutures.Let us begin with a ontinuation of the example 1:Example 3 Let T be again fB:b ^ B:f ) r;:Kb ^ :Kf ) dg.Let us insert into T a formula b_ f , i.e. T2 = T [fb_ fg. If wT is the set ofall models of T and wT 0 is the set of all models of T 0 , then wT 0 does not ontainthe models from wT with both :b and :f . Therefore also the set of minimalmodels of T 0 is hanged and orresponding B-onsequenes, too.The hange may be spei�ed by a transformation. If w is a possible world,then Fb_f (w) is a possible world w0 = fm 2 w : m(b _ f) = 1g, i.e. Fb_f (w) isthe set of all models from w whih satisfy b _ f (obviously, if there is no suhmodel, then Fb_f (w) = w?). 2Our haraterization of insertions in terms of dynami Kripke strutures isbased on some well known relations between sets of models and sets of formulae.The relations provide { in a sense { also a onnetion between insertions intosome theories and orresponding models. They are expressed by the followingfats:Fat 1 Let T be an AELKB-theory and w =Mod(T ). Let w0 be a set of modelsand w � w0 .Then w0 =Mod(T [ T 0), where T 0 is a set of LA-formulae.Therefore, a funtion f de�ned on W suh that f(w) � w is a promising andi-date of an appropriate transformation of DKS.Fat 2 Let T , T 0 be AELKB-theories suh that T � T 0. If w = Mod(T ) andw0 =Mod(T 0), then there is a �1-path from w to w0 .We an now propose a DKS: a transition from a possible world to anotherpossible world should orrespond to insertion of formulae into theories (and vieversa).Our next goal is to de�ne an appropriate monoid (and orresponding trans-formations). The basi intuitions: U , a set of insertions, we will represent by a setof formulae. We propose U as a monoid: a onatenation of two insertions is aninsertion, the onatenation of insertions is assoiative, further, an insertion ofno proposition plays the role of the unit (of the monoid). To eah monoid mem-ber is assigned a mapping from possible worlds to possible worlds (see Example3). Let w be a set of interpretations and fu(w) = w0 for some u. We need thetransformation de�ned in a unique way: if u � v, then should be fu(w) = fv(w)for eah w 2W .De�nition 17 Let u be an LA-formula and [u℄� = fx 2 LA : x � ug. We as-sume a seletion funtion � that assigns to eah [u℄� exatly one representative.



De�nition 18 (i-monoid) Let U = fu : 9[u℄� �([u℄�) = ug be a set of rep-resentatives. We de�ne a monoid (alled i-monoid) U over U : For u; v 2 U beu Æ v = �([u ^ v℄�).Clearly, the operation Æ is assoiative and the empty formula plays the role ofthe monoid unit, u Æ � = u = � Æ u for eah u 2 U . By a onvention we mayonsider � as the representative of the lass of all propositional tautologies.De�nition 19 (Dynami AELKB-Struture) Dynami AELKB-Strutureis a pair (U ;K), where K = (W; f�1; �2g;m) is an AELKB-struture and U isan i-monoid.An ation of the monoid U on W is de�ned as follows: for u 2 U is fu(w) =w0 =Mod(CnA(Th(w) [ fug)).Of ourse, w0 is the (unique) value of fu(w):Fat 3 Let T be an AELKB-theory and K = (W; f�1; �2g;m) be an AELKB-struture. Let w 2W be the set of all models of T and T 0 = T [ fug.Then there is in W exatly one w0 suh that w0 =Mod(CnA(T 0)).Fat 4 Let a dynami AELKB-struture be given. It holds:{ f�(w) = w{ fuÆv(w) = fu(fv(w)){ if fuÆv(w) = w0 , then Th(w0) = CnA(Th(w) [ fu ^ vg) = CnA(Th(w) [fug [ fvg)We are ready to outline an insertion-based proedure for omputing SAE.Let an AELKB-theory T and a orresponding dynami AELKB-struture K aregiven. Let wT 2 W be the set of all models of T .{ selet a hypothesis h from S n CnA(T )){ ompute fh(wT ) = w0{ if w0 is a �xpoint of �, then return the omputed SAE (and searh foranother SAE), else selet a hypothesis h0 from S0 nCnA(T 0), where S0 = f� :mw0 (�) = 1g and T 0 = CnA(T[fhg),11 ontinue the (reursive) omputationRemark 2 A baktraking is assumed { it may be useful to revise the initialseletion. For example, a premature seletion of formulae of the form :K� leadssometimes to a diret onstrution of an inonsistent SAE.It remains to show that the omputation of fh may be based on modelheking.Let an AELKB-theory T and a possible world wT = Mod(T ) be given. Wean use (an adaptation of) model heking algorithm of [5℄12 in order to omputethe value of fh(wT ).11 If S0 n CnA(T 0) = ;, then w0 is a �xpoint of �.12 Symboli model heking may be used in real appliations.



We searh through all �1-paths (breadth-�rst searh is neessary) until we�nd a possible world w suh that for eah I 2 w is I(h) = 1.13 Therefore,fh(wT ) = w and CnA(Th(w)) = CnA(T [ fhg).8 RevisionsFinally, we give a haraterization of revisions in terms of DKS.The power of AELKB (more preisely, of AELB) is demonstrated also bya belief revision framework presented in [1℄. We try to use also DKS as a toolof revisions spei�ation and omputation. We also ompare the reahed resultswith the results of [1℄. In what follows we assume only AELB-theories.Example 4 ([1℄) Let be T = fB:broken ) runsg. The set of all models of Tis w = ffB:b; r; bg; fB:b; r;:bg; f:B:b; r; bg; f:B:b; r;:bg; f:B:b;:r; bg;f:B:b;:r;:bgg.Let u = f:runsg. It holds that fu(w) = w0 , where w0 = ff:B:b;:r; bg;f:B:b;:r;:bgg is the set of all models of T 0 = T [ f:runsg. The set of min-imal models is wmin = ff:B:b;:r;:bgg. Hene, T 0�, the only SAE of T 0 isinonsistent: T 0 j=min :broken;B:broken 2 T 0�; T 0� j= :runs ^ runs.We have seen that the semantis of minimal models has some undesirable onse-quenes in a ontext of inomplete information. In our example the inonsistenywas aused by the hypothesis B:broken. The hypothesis is a member of a SAE(de�ned in the standard way). It seems that we need a modi�ed { as omparedwith SAE and minimal entailment { idea of reasonable hypotheses. Our proposalonsists in a reonstrution of the given dynami AELKB-struture. The SAEof the reonstruted struture satis�es our intuitive requirements.Example 5 Consider a reason of inonsisteny observed in the Example 4. Theminimal model f:B:b;:r;:bg is in a sense a pathologial one. It ontains thepair (:B:b;:b) { let us all it a gang (aording to [6℄) { with a potential on-it between laiming :b and disbelieving :b. We repair the pathology using atehnique of [3℄. The essene of the tehnique is a modi�ation of the aessi-bility relation �2. The modi�ation onsists in a removal of the pair (w0 ; wmin)from �2 and an insertion of an improvement of the pair to �2 . The goal of theimprovement is a minimization of undesirable onsequenes.The basi idea of the improvement is to replae the gang by a more rationalhoie. For example, the more rational hoie may be wrat = f:B:b;:r; bg (theinterpretation fB:b;:r;:bg is not a model of T 0).Therefore, we may insert (w0 ; wrat) into �2. After the revision of �2 { thenew �2 is (�2 n (w0 ; wmin)) [ (w0 ; wrat) { holds T 0 j=min b, therefore Bb 2 T 0�and T 0� 6j= :r ^ r.13 The relation �1 allows to de�ne a semantis of branhing time. From this point ofview, the appliation of the algorithm onsist in heking the formula EF h. Theformula means that there is some �1-path from wT to some w suh that h holds atw.



De�nition 20 Let � be a literal and I be an interpretation. I is alled rationali� eah of the following rationality onditions is satis�ed:K� 2 I ) � 2 IB� 2 I ) � 2 I:K� 2 I ) � 62 I:B� 2 I ) � 62 IDe�nition 21 Let � be an objetive and  a subjetive literal. A gang is a pairof literals (�,  ) suh that it does not satisfy a rationality ondition.A rational modi�ation of a gang (�;  ) is a pair of literals (�0 ;  ) or (�;  0),where �0 is a omplementary literal to � and  0 to  .If an interpretation I of an AELKB-theory T ontains a gang, then a repairof I is a set S of interpretations J suh that some14 gangs of I are in J replaedby their rational modi�ations and eah J is a model of T .Let an AELKB-struture K = (W; f�1; �2g;m) be given. Another AELKB-struture K0 = (W; f�1; �02g;m)15 is alled a reonstrution of K, if there is atleast one pair (w1; w2) 2 �2 n �02 and a possible world w02 ontaining a repair ofan interpretation I 2 w2 suh that (w1; w02) 2 �02 n �2.A omputation of a reonstrution (of an AELKB-struture): If the modelheking algorithm gives w? for some u and w, we an proeed as follows. Letwrat ontains a repair of an interpretation I 2 wmin. Repeat: put �2 := (�2 n(w;wmin))[(w;wrat) and ompute SAE again (until a onsistent SAE is gained).A summary: We do not hange the onept of SAE, but the underlyingsemanti struture is hanged. The modi�ed AELKB-struture determines amodi�ation of (minimal) entailment. Therefore, the set of derivable hypothesesof the form B� is hanged. The reasoning spei�ed by the semantis an bealled dynami preferential entailment. (If some fats from the knowledge baseontradit derivable beliefs, then we modify the given semanti spei�ation ofthe entailment.)We now ompare our results onerning the revisions of AELB-theories withthe results of [1℄.A onept of areful SAE is introdued in [1℄: First we de�ne Y / X as Z, ifZ is a maximal subset of X suh that Y [Z is onsistent. Otherwise Y /X is ;.De�nition 22 A areful stati autoepistemi expansion of an AELB-theory Tis T � = CnA(T [ (T � / fB� : T � j=min �g).A set R(T �) = f� : (T � j=min �) ^ (B� 62 T �)g is alled a revision set.The next theorem orresponds to the Fundamental Theorem of Belief Revision,[1℄.Theorem 7 Let K = (W; f�1; �2g;m) be an AELKB-struture. Let T be a on-sistent AELB-theory, wT =Mod(T ).14 There is a freedom in improving the impat of a gang. Our goal is not to use onlyrational interpretations (in order to avoid some non-intuitive onsequenes).15 The only di�erene between K and K0 is in aessibility relation: �2 6= �02.



Then holds: if f� : mwT (�) = 1g, where mwT is omputed aording to K, isan inonsistent SAE of T , then there is an AELKB-struture K0 , a reonstrutionof K, suh that the set f� : mwT (�) = 1g is a areful SAE of T (for mwTomputed aording to K0).Conversely, if a areful SAE of T is given, we an ompute it as a SAE spei�edby a reonstrution of the orresponding AELKB-struture.Theorem 8 Let T , K and wT be as in the Theorem 7. Let T � be a areful SAEof T .Then there is a K0 = (W; f�1; �02g;m), a reonstrution of K, suh that T � =f� : mwT (�) = 1g, where mwT is omputed aording to K0 .Proof Sketh: Let T be an AELKB-theory, and (wT ; w0) 2 �2. Selet a literal� 2 R(T �) and make a repair S of a model I from w0 suh that mwrat(�) 6= 1,where wrat = (w0 n fIg) [ S. Reonstrut the underlying AELKB-struture.Repeat until T � = f� : mwT (�) = 1g. 2Finally, a remark onerning a omparison of the presented approah tothe other results of [1℄: both the belief revision by theory hange and the be-lief ompletion of [1℄ may be simulated by modifying wT -omponent of pairs(wT ; wmin) 2 �2 (by transforming wT to f(wT ), to the set of all models of thehanged theory).9 ConlusionsSummary of the results: We have introdued AELKB-strutures and provided aharaterization of stati autoepistemi expansions of AELKB-theories in termsof AELKB-strutures was given. A method of omputing SAE of AELKB-theories was outlined. Further, a DKS-haraterization of insertions into AELKB-theories (together with a orresponding omputation using model heking) waspresented. Finally, a haraterization of revisions of AELKB-theories (and aomputation using an enhaned model heking) was desribed.The approah of the Setion 8 motivates a generalization of the DKS. DKSmay be extended by a set of mappings from aessibility relations to aessibilityrelations. Moreover, other transformations may be added { transformations ex-tending the sets of possible worlds or transformations extending the voabulariesassoiated to possible worlds.Some of the other goals of the future researh { a detailed study of dy-nami preferential entailment (modi�ations of minimal entailment in the pres-ene of inomplete knowledge), omputation of stati autoepistemi expansionsof AELKB theories, a haraterization of deletions (from full AELKB-theories)in terms of DKS, default reasoning in DKS, a semanti haraterization of rea-soning about ation in terms of DKS.
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